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throughout two episodes of migration, confinement to 
a reservation, and the allotment of tribal lands in 1901. 
After providing a useful overview of research on Native 
American ethnogeography, he delves into a discussion of 
Kiowa interactions with the environment in the centuries 
preceding the reservation period. Meadows introduces 
Kiowa terms for geographic features and traces the in-
terconnections between place names, personal names, 
and historic events. He also provides an overview of the 
19th-century Kiowa cultural landscape, identifying and 
describing sites of cultural and historical significance.
 In subsequent chapters, Meadows explains how the 
creation of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache reser-
vation and allotment transformed the Kiowa cultural 
landscape and contributed to the emergence of distinct 
Kiowa communities. In the process he makes an impor-
tant contribution to our understanding of Kiowa social 
organization. During this period, he notes, new cultural 
forms were introduced, including Christian churches, 
cemeteries, and allotments. Other locations acquired sig-
nificance because they served repeatedly as the setting for 
religious, ceremonial, or social events.
 An entire chapter is devoted to the analysis of a 
reservation-era map created by Black Goose, a promi-
nent 19th-century Kiowa man. The map is one of the few 
surviving examples of Native American cartography 
from the Southern Plains. Meadows’s analysis reveals 
not only valuable information about Kiowa settlement 
and land use patterns in the reservation period, but also 
how the threat of allotment may have influenced the 
map’s production.
 The work concludes with a consideration of contem-
porary Kiowa ethnogeography. Meadows explains that 
despite a decline in the use of Kiowa language place 
names, the Kiowas retain an emotional connection to 
the physical environment. This connection is evident in 
Kiowa storytelling and in Kiowa attempts to commemo-
rate their long association with the Southern Plains by 
erecting monuments and signage to identify the location 
of important events in Kiowa history. In previous chap-
ters, Meadows briefly mentions Kiowa participation in 
programs at historical sites such as Fort Sill, Oklahoma, 
and Medicine Lodge, Kansas. That the efforts of contem-
porary Kiowa people to maintain a connection to these 
and other sites was not elaborated upon further in this 
final chapter is an unfortunate omission that does not, 
however, diminish the overall significance of the work.
 The appendices contain a wealth of information, 
including Kiowa names for landforms, watercourses, 
and meteorological phenomena. Undoubtedly, this is 
the most comprehensive list of Kiowa place names ever 
assembled. As such, it represents an important contribu-
tion to community members’ ongoing efforts to preserve 
and revitalize the Kiowa language. Ultimately, Meadows 
handles his topic with a deft hand, combining statistical 
analyses of place names to reveal patterns in Kiowa nam-
ing practices with lengthy quotes from his consultants 
that convey the intense emotions connecting them to the 
Kiowa homeland. The result is a work of such breadth 
that it possesses relevance for scholars working in a wide 
variety of disciplines. Michael P. Jordan, Department of 
Anthropology, University of Oklahoma.
One Hundred Summers: A Kiowa Calendar Record. 
By Candace S. Greene. Foreword by Ellen Censky. Lin-
coln: University of Nebraska Press, 2009. xvii + 263 pp. 
Map, color plates, illustrations, glossary, appendices, 
notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth. 
 In One Hundred Summers, Candace Greene examines 
a recently discovered bundle of heavily worn Kiowa cal-
endar drawings by one of the great Kiowa calendar keep-
ers, Silver Horn, now in the collections of the Sam Noble 
Oklahoma Museum of Natural History (SNOMNH). The 
loose drawings, once bound in a ledger book, document 
events from 1828 to 1929, a period that brought unprec-
edented change to the Kiowas. 
 Greene opens her study with an introduction to the 
Kiowa calendar tradition, followed by two shorter chap-
ters dealing specifically with Silver Horn’s calendar at the 
SNOMNH. Chapter 4 presents the 64 surviving sheets 
that once formed the ledger book. Since almost all of the 
calendar versos are blank, only the drawings on the rectos 
are reproduced. The sheets measure 6”x15” and have been 
reproduced 50% of their original size and oriented top to 
bottom in order to provide the largest images possible 
within the book’s dimensions. The drawings are repro-
duced on the book’s versos with corresponding analysis 
set on the facing rectos. The volume closes with a Kiowa 
language glossary, courtesy of Gus Palmer, Jr., and three 
appendices: A and B provide the text of the Little Bluff 
and Hauvahte calendars respectively, functioning as a 
concordance to the Silver Horn calendar, and C lists other 
Kiowa calendars. 
 As Greene points out, Silver Horn divided each of 
the sheets of the ledger book evenly into thirds with a 
pair of blue lines, each third corresponding to winter or 
summer of a given year. Thus, each sheet presents one-
and-a-half years of time. Each season is then identified 
by a glyph for winter or summer (bare tree or Medicine 
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Lodge, respectively) plus one or more additional images 
that call to mind a memorable event that occurred during 
the period in question. This system is employed through 
the year 1914, after which Silver Horn divides the sheets 
inconsistently into quarters, fifths, or halves. Through a 
close analysis of changes in page design, media, and artis-
tic style, Greene argues convincingly that the consistent 
series of drawings for the first 49 pages of the book were 
made in the winter of 1905-6, copied from an existing cal-
endar, and that drawings for the subsequent years to 1929 
were entered periodically, in the year or years shortly 
after the season represented. 
 Greene’s interpretation of each glyph or representation 
draws on a variety of sources including historic records, 
published scholarship (particularly James Mooney’s 
seminal study on Kiowa calendars), personal interviews 
past and present, and the relationship to other calendar 
records—notably Silver Horn’s calendar in the National 
Anthropological Archives. Greene’s numerous references 
to other Kiowa calendars verify her readings of specific 
images while defining the relationship of the SNOMOH 
calendar to these other examples. In addition to such use-
ful references and comparisons, Greene’s interpretation 
and analysis gradually reveals a Kiowa world in change, 
evident by references to the decline and near elimina-
tion of buffalo, reoccurring epidemics, reservation life, 
the arrival of the first train, land allotments and grazing 
income, Ghost Dances, the image of a biplane, Kiowa 
delegations sent to Washington, DC, and honors granted 
to the Kiowa men who served in World War I. Greene’s 
careful scholarship and subtle integration of numerous 
and different types of sources give a clear and resounding 
voice to a document made for use within an oral culture. 
 While some images are sufficiently simple or so 
frequently repeated that extended commentary is un-
necessary, there are several instances where Greene’s 
commentary exceeds the space provided on the single 
recto and spills over onto the subsequent verso, which 
disturbs the book’s format and results in what amounts 
to blank double-page spreads. Given the richness and 
texture of Greene’s analysis, it might have been better to 
have organized the book around a more flexible format, 
one that would readily allow for extended text, additional 
comparative imagery, and expanded notes. Such matters, 
however, are minor quibbles in a well-written, insightful, 
and attractive volume.
 One Hundred Summers brings to light a striking docu-
ment by one of the most important calendar keepers among 
the Kiowas and is a welcome addition to a growing number 
of publications and on-line projects that provide complete 
photographic records and analyses of books of Plains In-
dian ledger drawings. It is a significant scholarly contribu-
tion to Native American studies and will stimulate further 
analysis and study of Kiowa calendars and related works. 
Phillip Earenfight, Director, The Trout Gallery, and De­
partment of Art and Art History, Dickinson College.
Spirited Encounters: American Indians Protest Mu-
seum Policies and Practices. By Karen Coody Cooper. 
Lanham, MD: AltaMira Press, 2008. xvi + 206 pp. Photo-
graphs, references, index. $85.00 cloth, $30.95 paper.
 In recent years a number of related academic fields 
have explored the connections between museums and In-
digenous peoples. The growth in published monographs 
and edited volumes has in part been spurred on by the 
2004 opening of the National Museum of the American 
Indian in Washington, DC. This monograph raises signifi-
cant questions and reveals numerous debates surrounding 
such issues as ownership and access to museum collec-
tions and archives; the repatriation of human remains, 
funerary items, and cultural patrimony; Native American 
traditional and modern art and art museums; the need for 
consultation and collaboration with Indigenous peoples 
and communities; and the importance of sacred sites.
 The study’s title is derived from the titles of two 
protested museum exhibits: The Spirit Sings: Artistic 
Traditions of Canada’s First Peoples, organized by the 
Glenbow Museum in Calgary, Alberta, and discussed in 
chapter 1; and First Encounters, designed by the Florida 
Museum of Natural History as a traveling exhibit cel-
ebrating the Columbus Quincentenary, and outlined in 
chapter 7. The author explains “[t]he term ‘spirited en-
counters’ captures the energetic battles waged by indig-
enous protestors [sic] who have been determined to force 
museums to recognize and redress long-held institutional 
biases regarding Native life and history.”
 The strength of the monograph lies in the theoretical 
approach the author threads throughout the four parts 
titled “Protesting Exhibitions,” “The Long Road to Repa-
triation,” “Whose Heroes and Holidays,” and “Claiming 
Our Own Places.” Cooper develops the concept of protest 
and adds to it the term “protestor,” explaining, “I spell 
protestor with an ‘o,’ staking a claim to whatever added 
authority and power the ‘o,’ as seen in curator, senator, 
or administrator, might provide.” For Cooper, protest has 
been a political action, thus affecting and shaping the 
policies of museums.
 While its subtitle reads American Indians Protest 
Museum Policies and Practices, this study encompasses 
